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There is a common CRM policy for both reliance fresh and mart. The membership program is a very simple
one where a willing customer is required to fill a form giving personal information and he gets a temporary
card which will be made permanent after six months. Higher class customers do not prefer west side. Reliance
Fresh Bahubazar 5. Improve quality of the products especially clothes. Moreover, restricting FDI for
protecting mom-and-pop stores seems unjustifiable since Tata, Reliance and Bharti have already made a foray
in the sector. India's retailing industry is essentially owner manned small shops. Buy 2 Get 1 Free types of
promotions are very common. These Acts made stringent provisions to save the farmers from exploitation,
promoted efficiency, etc. Since its inception in , Reliance Fresh has grown into an organization that caters to
millions of customers, thousands of farmers and vendors. Every day the rates of the products are fixed in the
mandi depending upon demand and supply and no trader can buy more than a certain limit to avoid hoarding.
Proper power back up as air conditioners are not working to their full capacity at many stores. Dipak C Jain
Dr. Such policy helps reliance retail to understand and capture the local markets better. It is easier to find
space for small convenience stores in a quiet neighbourhood than for supermarkets in high streets. It is now
necessary to cautiously expand and develop the sector, as the government, at present, has done by permitting
partial FDI in the sector. This section deals with research design used, data collection, methods used and
sampling methods used. But over come the short comings of these specialized stores they are also introducing
new Reliance full-fledged supermarket called Shakhari Bhandar which offers each and everything from the
staple to soap. Merchandise planning deals with decisions relating to the breadth and depth of the mix, needed
to satisfy target customers to achieve the retailers return on investment. It will reduce both cost and time
delays in the supply chain and cut down on wastage. For all kinds of customers to be catered to, a range of
quality, especially in the case of price sensitive categories like grocery, food items etc. Most of these outlets
will need only 2,, sq. History tells of the fact that it is never profitable to do predatory pricing, and any
organisation that has done it, has done it for destroy its competitors and at a later stage that organisation has
earned super profits of monopoly. Reliance procures directly from the farmers infact it also helps the farmers
financially in harvesting the crops and directly purchases from them after they are done thereby reducing the
cost of the middleman and hence providing goods at a subsidized rates to the consumer without compromising
on the quality Range: y y y. When reliance came into the organized retail there was very few corporate backed
retail giants Like BATA. At last this project contains the conclusion and suggestions. Mission: Its mission is
to delight the customers every visit. Clean and hygienic environment with properly and well spaced products
along with a uniform color theme attracts the existing customers to the store again and again. The following
data have been collected by using following primary sources. Research Methodology Research Methodology
is a way to systematically solve the research problem. The main aim of the reliance is to eliminate the
intermediaries in the sector and reduce the cost. Out of the 65 respondents who said that they feel threatened
by Reliance as it is taking away their business, 43 expected that their shops will get closed in future if the sales
go down like this, while 20 thought they will have a major decline in the sale in the future but will be able to
save their shops. Employees are there to make customer feel comfortable in product handling. The second
business is export of finished fabrics, dyestuffs, chemicals and textile machinery to several markets in African
continent. This implies that the small farmers who used to sell their product in the sabji-mandis and on
roadsides are going to lose a significant market share as they can't employ the two profit
maximizes-economies of scale and economies of scope. Given the scope, the retail sector is certainly expected
to fetch the long-term economic benefits for the country. Out of the 75 respondents, 65 thought that reliance is
a big threat to their business. This topic should be of interest to anyone who is unsure if they are getting it
right. Large shopping malls have already mushroomed in the metropolitan cities. Economic Times 4. The
supply chain already has been backed by few hundred farmers the number is estimated to touch million in next
five years. India had a GRDI score of in both and 


